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Company: Schneider Electric

Location: Thailand

Category: other-general

• Ensure On time delivery to Customers (OTDL 96.5%, OTDM 95%) • Communicate with

customer (global) on customer needs and delivery schedule • Communicate and work

together with internal cross functional in term of daily planning, bottle neck and constraint •

Daily production plan based on line capacity & customer priority any reasons of delay are

understand and high light • Ensure and Monitoring production performance as per plan.

AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY 1. Replenishment strategy improvement - Understand LT &

MOQ & INCO Terms in Supplier contract - Ensure LT & MOQ are correctly Maintain INFO

record & MM - Understand MRP and replenishment strategy and deploy in factory, bring the

knowledge to train to team in term of operation task 2. Potential Shortage , Excess and Slow

Moving Follow up - Daily follow up potential shortage (items less than SS) component and take

necessary action - Weekly follow up excess and slow moving stock, take necessary action and

put target to reduce excess. 3. Analyze inventory level & put reasonable safety stock -

Periodic update parameter inventory (ABC/FMR) before setup new safety stock - Maintain

and ensure SS updated correctly in SAP quarterly or as demand change 4. Supplier

Management - Supplier agreement review (Annually), supplier safety stock review

(Quarterly), supplier stock update(daily, weekly, bi-weekly as agreement) - Follow up root

cause delay and do periodic discussion to supplier to improve performance - Challenge

reduce LT & MOQ with UFS and Purchasing 5. Ensure On Time Delivery to Customer -

Planning, control and develop daily production plan to fulfill customer - On time delivery

measure and develop action for future improvement - Plan Production base on capacity

(bottleneck) & Orders & Material Availability - Monitor line production running as follow
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daily plan. - Attend short internal meeting with other teams to define and solve problem on

the spot - Control FG Stock: Ensure stock accuracy & stock level at DC - Bottleneck output

+/- 5% for planned output quantity. - Ensure material master data is well maintained for

Finished Goods Qualifications • Bachelor Degree in Business Administration, Engineering,

Statistic, Industrial or related filed • Good command in English, Leadership skill, Problem

solving skill and Team player • Able to operate in MS office, SAP, Tableau Schedule:

Full-time Req: TFP
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